Submarine Paleoseismology: How Emerging Tools Might Address the Great Earthquake
Records in Northern Chile and Southern Peru
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Third generation paleoseismology is moving beyond event identification and dating, and to some
extent beyond simply establishing long recurrence statistics. Long and detailed paleoseismic
records afford uncommon opportunities to examine recurrence models, clustering, segmentation,
interaction with other faults, long term strain history and paleo slip characteristics. A 10,000
year onshore-offshore record in Cascadia and a 16,000 year marine record at the Hikurangi
margin have identified periods of clustering and quiescence in the record. In Cascadia, clusters
of 4-5 events, with gaps of 700-1200 years between clusters are unlikely to be randomly
generated. In Cascadia, a pattern of decreasing recurrence time in at least four segments
southward, from ~ 500-530 years in the north, to ~ 240 years or less in the south, consistent with
geologic structural barriers. Long turbidite records for Cascadia and the Northern San Andreas
Fault suggest that these two faults have virtually the same average recurrence interval through
the Holocene, and may have a stress transfer relationship across the triple junction.
Paleoseismology is beginning to reveal information about magnitudes and has potential to reveal
slip patterns of paleoearthquakes. Finally, energy in plate boundary fault zones may have long
term cycling involving many seismic cycles. Several lines of evidence, both direct and indirect
suggest that the connection between interevent time and earthquake magnitude, and models
predicated on this relationship, may be relatively weak. In Sumatra, precisely dated coral
evidence has illuminated long term energy cycling of the central Sumatran margin. In Cascadia,
similar cycling is apparent based on balancing consistent records of turbidite mass (energy
release) against plate convergence (energy gain).
In northern Chile and southern Peru, historical records of great earthquakes are inadequate to
address even the most basic issues of hazard and risk. The recent failure of global plate models
to forecast the Sumatra 2004 and Tohoku 2011 earthquakes raises the strong possibility that
other seismic “gaps” may be filled with unexpectedly large subduction earthquakes. This
Northern Chile-southern Peru region is not fundamentally different from NE Japan. Some have
suggested that the 1868 Arica event could have been an Mw ~9 event based on local tsunami
evidence, and evidence of a large tsunami in New Zealand. Submarine paleoseismology may
offer a path forward to examine long term earthquake records in the region. The aridity of the
climate makes onshore work somewhat problematic as coastal marshes and lakes are rare.
Existing cores may hold enough information to begin such an analysis based on the deep water
turbidite record.

